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By Donald Nelsen

Dover Publications Inc., United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . This
book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than
this where possible. Brand New Book. A kind hound and a critical cat venture beyond their garden
gate for a look at how other animals live in this winsome tale, which is charmingly illustrated by
Edward Gorey. Emma the cat scorns the lunch offered by a trio of friendly beavers and laughs in
the faces of a pair of porcupines, much to Sam the dog s consternation. Along come a couple of
raccoons. Emma allows that they resemble cats, so they re not ugly, but decries their nocturnal
habits. Not even a dog would live like that, she declares -- and now she s insulted long-suffering
Sam, too. She didn t mean him, of course. Sam offers his feline friend a more balanced perspective
and a gently irresistible appeal for tolerance, bringing this thought-provoking fable of friendship to
a warm conclusion. I loved the message of the book and the illustrations drove it home. It is a
perfect conversation starter regarding manners, etiquette, kindness, and tolerance. I highly
recommend it. --...
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An exceptional ebook along with the typeface applied was intriguing to read. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of
the publication. You are going to like just how the writer publish this pdf.
-- Adeline O 'K on-- Adeline O 'K on

Definitely one of the best book I actually have ever go through. Sure, it can be perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this
pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich
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